Abstract--The relation of the quantum 1D three-body problems with zero-range interaction to the matrix Riemann-Hilbert problem with meromorphic coefficient is shown. The solution of this problem is discussed using the exact analytic diagonalization of the coefficient. The problem is reduced to the boundary value problem on the Riemann surface. The solution of this problem is expressed in terms of the Riemann theta-functions. An extended class of integrable Dubrovin's type ordinary differential equations related to the one-dimensional quantum three-body problem is derived.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study the analytic structure of the scattering problem for the quantum system of three one-dimensional particles [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . We restrict our consideration to the systems with point interaction and equal particle masses. Since in the center of mass frame this system is two-dimensional and can be reduced to the boundary value problem in a sector, it allows the application of the Sommerfeld-Maluzhinetz (SM) technique [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . However, the matrix functional equations which arise for the kernel of the SM transformation were studied for some degenerated cases only [9] . To the best of our knowledge, there is no analysis similar to the one carried out in [18, 19] for canonical Maluzhinetz functional equations. So we present some new results on the solutions of the matrix Maluzhinetz functional equations.
We show the relation between the three-body problem and Maluzhinetz functional equations (MFE) on one quite simple but physically very important model, namely, the system of three anyons with 6-interaction in 1D [20, 21] . The main reason for this is that the resulting functional equations have the same general form for a wide range of pointwise interactions. The equations derived in [9] were studied for the case of bosonic and ferraionic statistics only. Being used as
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Typeset by .A.A~TF_,X 571 the kernel of SM transformation, the meromorphic vector functions which satisfy MFE provide one with solutions of the boundary value problem for the Schr5dinger equation. The asymptotic behavior of the SchrSdinger equation solutions is controlled by the poles of the corresponding kernel [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . In order to find the kernel with given poles, one can use a generating solution. We call a meromorphic matrix-function, which satisfies MFE and has a meromorphic inverse, the generating solution since any meromorphic vector solution can be generated by its action on a rational function of periodic exponentials (e~t). In order to obtain the kernel with given poles, one needs just to solve a finite system of linear equations for the coefficients in the decomposition of this rational function into the sum of simplest rationals.
Using the iterations technique, we reduce the MFE to the matrix functional equations with the periodic coefficient. We show how the generating solution of MFE can be obtained from the generating solution of the iterated equation. We reduce the construction of the later solution to the boundary value problem on a Riemann surface using the diagonalization of the periodic coefficient. The solution of this boundary value problem is given in terms of a Baker-Akhiezer {BA) function. The BA function can be expressed in a closed form through the theta function of the corresponding Riemann surface. However, in this form the zeroes of the BA function remain unknown. These zeroes play an important role for consequent use of the corresponding generating solution. Namely, these zeroes can compensate the poles of periodic vector functions after the action of the generating solution.
Thus we use another representation for the BA function which exactly includes its zeroes. This representation allows us to derive an extended class of Dubrovin's type equations. In order to find the "zeroes" of the generating solution, one needs to solve some Cauchy problem on the interval for the system of ordinary differential equations.
Let us briefly summarize the milestones of the approach. In order to solve the scattering problem for the system of three 1D particles, one should apply the SM transform, derive the MFE for the kernel of the SM transform, iterate the MFE to get the periodic ones, diagonalize the matrix coefficient, and solve the boundary value problem on the Riemann surface of its eigenvalue. In this way one obtains a generating solution of the iterated equation. In order to come back to the scattering problem, one should use the following procedure. The generating solution of the iterated equation gives one the generating solution of the MFE; solving a linear system, one finds the kernel of SM transformation with given singularities; the steepest descent method allows one to express the scattering data through the values of the kernel at the saddle points [3, 4, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
The paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2, we recall the notion of the threeanyon system in 1D and fix some notations. We derive the MFE for this system with 6-interaction. General algebraic results for the iterated equation are given in Section 3. In Section 4, we rewrite the iterated equation as the matrix Riemann problem with meromorphic coefficient on the open contour and start to study its generating solutions. The construction of a generating solution through a BA function is described in Section 5. In the last section, we present the derivation of Dubrovin's type equations and discuss their relation to both BA function zeroes problem and integrable systems.
THREE-BODY PROBLEM AND MALUZHINETZ EQUATIONS
In this section, we shall apply the Sommerfeld-Maluzhinetz approach to the one-dimensional three-anyon system with ~f-interaction. Let us briefly recall the notion of anyons. The gauge transformations which arise due to the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) type interaction [22] investigated by authors in [23, 24] lead to the multivalued wave functions or the boundary conditions with the constant phase jump. This situation can be interpreted from the viewpoint of statistics for the systems of quantum particles in one and two spatial dimensions [20, 25] . The particles with intermediate statistics, between fermions and bosons, are called anyons. Actually the one-body state loses its meaning for anyons that can be also formulated as: there are no free anyons. Hence, the few-anyon system can be considered as an example of the system with persistent interaction in the sense of Prigogine [26] .
As in the center of mass frame, the configuration space of the three-body one-dimensional system is of dimension two, it is possible to introduce parastatistics for this system. Let 2ma = h = 1, c~ = 1, 2, 3. Using the Jacobi coordinates [27] 1 R = (rl + r2 + r3),
where ra is the coordinate of c~ ta particle in a laboratory system, a, ~, V E {1, 2, 3}, the Hamiltonian of the system can be expressed as
where the operator Hc represents the system in the center of mass frame and reads as He = -Ax = -0~o -0~o for the case of no interaction. The plane l~ can be separated into six equal sectors with open angle equal ~ which corresponds to different permutations of particles [1] . Let us define the operators of permutations Za and coordinate sign inversion C which act on the wave function ¢(xa, Ya) as = (c¢)(x) = ¢(-x).
The Hamiltonian of a three-body system with pairwise interaction and no statistics is invariant under the action of Za and C. Since Za is just a one-dimensional reflection, such system allows no parastatistics. However, if one supposes the "pure" inversions Za to be excluded from the symmetry group and investigates the symmetries which correspond to their combinations {(CZ2Zl)'n}6m= 1 only, the parastatistics happen to be possible. Really, the operator CZ2Z1 corresponds to the rotation of configuration space by the angle ~ around the three-body collision point x = 0. So, similarly to the case of two-dimensional anyons, one can suppose the wave function to accumulate a constant phase factor e i~ under the action of CZ2Z1. So, the Hamiltonian restricted to one sector would be supplied with corresponding boundary conditions as well as for the AB effect. From what was said above, we can see that the anyonic statistics for the one-dimensional three-body system can appear if we abandon not only the entity of one-particle states but also two-body ones and shall speak about the three-anyon complex. The system with such properties can appear only as a result of a special kind of interaction, namely, the three-body AB gauge interaction. Let us briefly discuss the rigorous way to pose the problem. Let us introduce the Hamiltonian He with some pairwise interaction between the particles and the three-body gauge field of AB type. Namely, let us write the Hamiltonian in the form 3 where V(x) denotes the pairwise interaction potential and a (-uo) = 2 Txl (4) is just the AB gauge vector potential [22] . The gauge field A in Hc can be eliminated by noncontinuous gauge transformation only. We choose this transformation in the form which keeps the rotational symmetry of the three-body system. In polar coordinates, x = (rcos¢,rsin¢), this gauge transformation looks like
where { } denotes the fractional part and 3 B = {~}. The transformation g being applied, one gets the Hamiltonian Hco = GHcG -z in the following form:
defined on the domain which is specified by the boundary conditions for smooth potentials V. Here u stands for the derivative w.r.t. ¢. If the palrwise interaction V(x) includes some zero-range potential [9, 28, 29] , then the boundary conditions change in the way corresponding to the singular part of interaction. In this work, we shall consider the zero-range interaction V(x) only.
Let us consider the simplest case of zero-range two body interaction, so-called 6-interaction. The Hamiltonian Hc (iVx +A(x)) 2 3 = +F Y~7=z 6(x7), with real constant F E lq., allows the strict definition as self-adjoint operator [29] He = (iVx + A(x)) 2, defined on the domain / ~ w~(R2 \ {xo = 0}); }
In this case, the operator Hc after gauge transformation '/cg ~ --A is defined on the domain e w~(R 2 \ {~ = 0}); ul¢=m~ /3+o = e'(37¢ /3) Ul¢=m. /3-O,
This operator commutes with rotations (CZ2Z1) n and so allows the decomposition into the orthogonal sum of six operators corresponding to different symmetries. The spectral problem for these operators looks like the boundary value problem: 
where the contour 7 consists of two symmetric parts as shown in Figure 1 in which we dashed the domains ~(k cos a) < 0 for real k and show their shift for ~k > 0; the dashed box shows one of these domains for ~k = 0. The integration by parts in (6) being applied, the Helmholtz equation in (5) for u requires 02 02
and so g(a, ¢) --gl(o~ -b ¢) + g2(o~ -¢). For convenience we shall represent the solution of (5) as:
J.y
(8)
Now the boundary conditions have the form of homogeneous integral equations with the kernel which consists of even in a functions only [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . We use the freedom in even part of g(a, ¢) in order to set both integrals over 71 and 72 in the boundary conditions equal to zero. Namely, using the representation (8) , the boundary conditions in (5) 
The matrix M looks in these terms as (10) R(ksina) ) e_i~T(ksina) . (11) This form of the matrix coefficient M(a) holds for the general case of zero-range interaction [9] .
However, in the case of the interaction with internal structure, the nontrivial inhomogeneous term appears due to the kernel of the SM transformation in internal channel. These terms allow one to satisfy additional boundary conditions at r --0. Thus, the general form of functional equations at hand is g ~ + g = M(cOg(cO + F(~).
These equations have been investigated for the cases when the matrix M(a) has the constant basis, i.e., v = 0, ~r only [9] .
GENERAL SOLUTION FOR THE MATRIX MALUZHINETZ FUNCTIONAL EQUATION
Let us discuss the general case of the matrix functional equation (12) . For convenience we study the equations with the shift of argument equal to 1 but not ~ and suppose the matrix coefficients to have the period n instead of 2r. Namely, let M(x) and F(x) be meromorphic matrices depending on the complex variable x and such that for some n E N
The properties of matrix coefficient M(a) from (11) can be reconstructed if one poses n = 6, x = 3air. So, we shall consider the matrix finite-difference equation
Let us introduce the notation for ordered multiplication of some matrices {Mi), namely k T 1-Iifl Mi =-MkMk-1...Ml for k _> I and T 1-Iik_-i Mi = I for k < I. The n th iteration of the equation (14) reads as
where we denoted and n-1
~(x) =--~ T H M(x + j)F(x + i). i----0 j----i-}-I
Due to the definition of N, one has N(x + n) = N(x); -=(~ + n) = =(~),
So, the eigenvalues of N(x) are of the period 1. It can be shown that two special cases: 
cover the three-body problem with zero-range interaction. Since the determinant of meromorphic matrix is meromorphic, we can establish that it differs from zero almost everywhere except maybe for a countable number of points. 
where go(x) is a solution of homogeneous functional equation
PROOF. One needs to show only that (x/n)=-(x) and (I -N(x))-lE(x) are particular solutions of inhomogeneous equation (15) (a)
where go(x) is a solution of homogeneous functional equation (19) . For the case det N(x) ~ O, the solution can be a/so expressed as n--1 n--1 n-1 n-1
g(x) = E TI] U(x +j)(I -N(x + i))-lF(x + i) + E TI-[ M(x +j)go(x + i).
i=0 j=i i=0 j=i (22) PROOF. The case N(x) ~: I has been considered for scalar function M and n = 6 in [9] . The proof for the matrix case is similar to the scalar one and given by direct calculation. Let us substitute the expression (20) into the equation (14) g
Then, using (13) one gets
It means that the equation (23) is equivalent to (19).
The proof of this statement for det(N(z) -I) ~ 0 is based on the following property of E(x):
From this equation together with (17) one has
Thus, the first term in (21) is a particular solution of inhomogeneous equation (14) . For the second term, it can be verified by direct calculation that it satisfies the homogeneous equation (14) if and only if the function go satisfies the homogeneous functional equation (19) . The representation (22) of the general solution can be proven by the substitution into (23). Namely, the second term is the general solution of homogeneous equation and for the inhomogeneous part (go = 0), one has n n
g(x + 1) = ~ T H M(x + j)(I -N(x + i))-lF(x + i)
i=1 j=l
=M(x)g(x) +F(x).

FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS AND THE RIEMANN-HILBERT PROBLEM
For the application to the solution of scattering problem, one needs to find analytic solutions of functional equations (14) with given singularities. In order to do this, it is useful to find a generating solution, i.e., a meromorphic matrix function having meromorphic inverse one with finite number of singularities in the band P,x G [0,1). Then, the solution with given properties can be obtained through the action of a generating solution on some periodic vector function which is simply a rational function of exponentials. A generating solution for the functional equations (14) can be obtained from the one for iterated equations (15) using the results of Theorem 1. So, in the rest of the paper we shall concentrate on the functional equations (15) only.
Let us reformulate the equations (15) to the form of the boundary value problem. Namely, let us introduce a new variable z = e 2'ri(x/n). Then, due to (16) the matrix function N(z) will be meromorphic and the boundary values of solutions for (15) on the cut z E [0, +oo) will satisfy
This is the special case of the problem known as the matrix Riemann-Hilbert problem [30] . Below we propose the way to solve this type of boundary value problem. But first let us describe more carefully the kind of problem we shall analyze.
Let N(z) be a rational matrix function, i.e., N [ C ~-* C a x C n so that all the matrix elements Nij(z), i,j = 1,... ,n, are rational functions of the complex variable z. Let £: be some open smooth curve on the complex plane C. Let us denote its ends by zt+ and zt-, and fix the orientation so that the oriented curve £ runs from the point zt-to the point zl+. The side of the curve which goes clockwise we shall denote by £+ and the other one by £_. Let .., N. The functions Ai(z) can be grouped by their analytic properties. Namely, Ai's which are rational correspond to rational eigenvectors; Ai's which have a number of branching points can be grouped by the analytic function whose values on different sheets they represent, and correspond to the eigenvectors being meromorphic on the same Pdemann surface. This classification should also include separation of Jordan blocks corresponding to some of everywhere (in z) degenerated eigenvalues if these blocks are kept by the analytic continuation.
The eigenvalues being classified, one can find the eigenvectors corresponding to nondegenerated (a.e.) eigenvalues Ai using the projections Ai(z) defined by [3] 
~OP(Z'A))-I[ . (29) hi(z) = -(g(z) -AI)-lp(z,A) \ -~ ~=~,(z)
The matrices Ai(z) can be expressed as Ai(z) = vi(z) × ~,~(z), where vi(z) is the eigenvector of N(z) corresponding to the eigenvalue Ai(z) and fi~(z) is one for N(z) t. Due to (29) , these eigenvectors are normalized as ~'~(z) x vi(z) = 1, so TrAi(z) = 1, A2(z) = Ai(z), and Aj(z)Ai(z) = 0 for i # j. For the general situation, the consideration of degenerated eigenvalues requires more work to be done; however, in most applications the coefficient N(z) has some helpful features. For example, 1This requirement is made just in order to simplify further discussion. The solution algorithm given below can also be applied for the general situation; however, the functional class of solutions must be changed in this case to allow appropriate singularities at the points zl±. the complete diagonalization is always possible if N(z) is unitary or self-adjoint on some curve in C, say on R. We shall consider in detail the problem for 2 × 2 matrices only. For any given n, the construction we present can in principle be performed, but the absence of exact formulae would lead the general discussion too far from applications. Since the 2 × 2 matrix has just two eigenvalues, only one Jordan block can appear. We shall separate four situations.
la. Al(Z ) ~ )t2(z), a.e., and both are rational functions. This is so iff all the poles and zeroes of the rational function Tr 2 N(z) -4 det N(z) have even multiplicity. So, the corresponding eigenvectors vl (z) and v2(z) can be normalized so that they are rational too. lb. Al(Z) # A2(z), a.e., and have branching points. So, they represent the values of the two-sheet analytic function
2a. AI(z) = A2(z), but there is just one eigenvector v(z) and the adjoint vector u(z).
2b. Al(z) --A2(z); this corresponds to the trivial case N(z) = A(z)I.
Let us call an analytic matrix function X(z) a generating solution of the Riemann-Hilbert problem 2 (27) if the following hold.
1. It satisfies the boundary value problem
2. X(z) and X-l(z) are regular on C/{£} except maybe for some finite number s of points • 8 (zs}i=l where they have poles of finite multiplicities.
Suppose we know some generating solution of the problem (27) . One can show that for any regular solution g(z), the function g0(z) = X-l(z)g(z) should satisfy go(z)l,'+ = go(z) l~_, and so would be a rational function with poles at the points {z~} only and of multiplicity not higher than one of X-l(z). Any such function can be expanded in finite linear combination of simplest rationals and the regularity conditions at the points {zi} would lead to the homogeneous system of linear equations for the coefficients in this decomposition. The general solution of inhomogeneous problem (28) is given by
where again the coefficients in the decomposition of go(z) are determined by the inhomogeneous system of linear equations. Due to the Fredholm alternative, one would apply a number of solvability conditions to f(z) in order to find a solution with given analytic properties. The properties of these linear systems will be studied elsewhere. Here we shall concentrate on the construction of generating solutions.
CONSTRUCTION OF GENERATING SOLUTIONS
In this section, we propose the way to construct a generating solution. To do this we shall act analogously to the scalar case. Namely, the scalar Riemann-Hilbert problem (32) with rational scalar coefficient A(z) can be solved in the closed form. Let us denote by {xi}~=l and {Yi}~=l the sets of poles and zeroes (the degenerated poles and zeroes are included many times according to their multiplicity) of the function A(z). Then the solution of the problem (32) is given by the following formula:
g(z)l£ + = A(z)g(z)[£_
where the cuts of In ,~(z) are chosen to coincide with the integration paths from x i to yi. In order to investigate the 2 x 2 matrix problem we shall consider separately the cases described above.
2b. In this case, the matrix problem does not differ from the scalar one since the generating solution is given by x(z) = g(z)I, with g(z) defined by (33). The homogeneous problem (27) has two linearly independent solutions, and the general solution of inhomogeneous problem (28) looks like
gl~+-TT~: z') }" la. In this case, the construction of a generating solution (27) is reduced to the two independent scalar problems (32) with A = A1 and A = A2. If we denote by gl(z) and g2(z) the corresponding solutions (33), then the generating solution can be constructed as
X(z) = gl(Z)Al(z) + g2(z)h2(z).
2a. In this case, the matrix coefficient can be represented as N(z) = AI+A(z) with A2(z) = 0.
So, the matrix function lnz: z ., ,'}
X(z) = g(z) I + 2~~ ~ ,
where g(z) is given by (33), is the generating solution of the problem (27) . Really,
and 0 < [detX(z)l = [g(z)[ 2 < oo. lb. This case is the most interesting since it cannot be reduced to the scalar problem (32).
We propose the following construction for a generating solution. We make use of the fact 
Let us denote by K±(z) the branch for which a = 2m, a=2m+l.
K+(z) = ±z m +... ; a= 2m, Z ---~ O0
The corresponding branches of ~ can be defined as 
~(z) = ~((z, ±)).
As well as for the scalar case, let us denote by {xi}S=l and {yi}S=l the zeroes and poles of the function ,\(z) and fix the cuts 7~ of In ~(z) between these points so that they do not coincide with cuts 6~. 
The function g0(z) is meromorphic on n \ {co) and has the essential singularity at z --, co. As z --co, the function go(-.) behaves as eq(~) where the coe~icients of the polynomial q(z) are given by the Taylor expansion of   1 fY In,,. z t dz'
This singularity can be canceled if one multiplies g0(z) by a the Baker-Akhiezer (BA) function ¢(z) of the Riemann surface 7~ corresponding to the point co, the polynomial q(z) and some nonspecial divisor D of degree n [31] . Really, if one fixes n points on 7~ and allows the function ¢(z) to have simple poles at these points, i.e., specifies the divisor D, then the condition ¢(z) ~ e -~(z) at z ~ co will specify the function ¢ uniquely up to the constant factor. In g((z, +)); g_(z) -g(Cz, -) ).
In this notation, the generating solution of the Riemann-Hilbert problem can be found as x(z) = o+(z)h+(z) + o_(z)h_(z).
The regularization of go(z) described above has some shortcomings. Namely, the investigation of X-l(z) meets the problem of theta-function zeroes, the construction includes such notions as canonical sections which require special analytic consideration for every case, and, finally, the formulae obtained are very hard to apply for numerical simulations. In the next section, we propose another way to construct the BA function which seems to be easier to realize numerically.
BAKER-AKHIEZER FUNCTION AND DUBROVIN'S TYPE EQUATIONS
Another way to construct the BA function can be formulated as follows. 
fo l p'(t)a[(t) (a,(t) ) .i~l = el+l;
For example, a(t) can be some linear function and p(t) can be a polynomial times K+(a(t)) whose coefficients can then be determined from the linear system (36). We shall look for the set of m smooth functions {~(t)}7'ffil such that ~d(0) = ~i and such that 
Hi•Jffil(aS(t) -YJ(t))
g+(~-5~: ~,(t)) ~---~'" 
~=~ FI~j=~Cy~Ct) -~(t))
K(~(t))
(42)
~(t) = ~ -t I]~#~=l(v,( ) -~j(t))
as a particular case and can be integrated in a similar way. Namely, let us consider the term in the big brackets in (41). The expression k ps(t)a" (t) m
V" II (as(t) -~(t))
K(as(t))
-
/#5=1
with arbitrary functions a~(t) and p,(t) is just a general form the polynomial ~)j(t), i # j. The choice of arbitrary functions allows one to set this expression, for example, to 1 in order to obtain the equations (42).
One can see from the way the equations (41) were constructed that the generalized Abel transformation (the basis of Abel differentials is not normalized in our case): 
K(z)'
integrates the equations (41) since
k fO 1 a~(t)pi(t)da,(t) ~,(t) = E K(ai(t)) '
/=1
due to the properties of ~-(z). The classical Dubrovin's equations cover some very important mechanical problems such as the problem of Kovalevskaja [31] . Thus, the extension of this class of equations can allow the construction of new integrable mechanical systems.
CONCLUSION
Let us briefly summarize results obtained in the paper. We have derived the Maluzhinetz functional equations for the three-anyon system in 1D with 5-interaction. General algebraic results we obtained for these equations allowed us to investigate the iterated equation with periodic coefficient. We reduced the iterated equation to the matrix Riemann-Hilbert problem with meromorphic coefficient on the open contour and studied its generating solutions. We described the construction of a generating solution through a Baker-Akhiezer function. We have derived the Dubrovin's type equations and discussed their relation to both Baker-Akhiezer function zeroes problem and integrable systems.
